
 

 

 

 

 

 

Buondì Motta:  

“conspiracies” on air for the famous Italian 

 ‘tasty and light’ brioche. 
  

From 16th October to 21st November 

the most irreverent of Motta products is back online and on TV  

with the brand new "Conspiracy" campaign by Connexia. 

 

 

It is well known that Buondì Motta is THE tasty and light brioche, but… is 

that really true or is there a catch? This (absurd!) question is asked by the 

mysterious conspirator who is the main character of the new campaign, on air 

from 16 October to 21 November, created by Connexia for the most 

popular of the Motta products. From today a shady figure is ready to 

look for unlikely points of contact between Buondì and the most current 

and famous "conspiracies", from the widely talked-about 5G to the flat earth 

conspiracy: are you sure they really are all coincidences? 

 

With its usual ironic and irreverent tone of voice, Buondì Motta is back with a 

brand new integrated multi-subject campaign conceived by Connexia, 

produced by Akita Film and planned by PHD Media, which will be broadcast 

online and on the main TV networks from 16th October until 21st November. 

 

The conspirator and his crazy theories will also be the focus of attention online 

and on social networks (on Buondì Motta's Facebook, Instagram and YouTube 

pages), where amusing call-to-actions aimed at the community will be 

launched: because, as in any self-respecting conspiracy, what appears is not 

always entirely real! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/buondimotta/
https://www.instagram.com/buondimotta/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrSXEqz6tlFFiE-EL53apXg


 

 

 

 

 

 

To further increase the online visibility of the campaign, a group of web 

influencers will also be involved, called upon to play the role of the conspirator 

for a day to discover what is really behind the delicious and light breakfast of 

Motta. The influencer marketing operation was developed by Noesis Group, 

which also handled the PR activities in support of the campaign. 

 

Buondì Motta is back: the (tasty and light!) conspiracy is served! 
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Design agency - Connexia 

Creative Director & Head of Branded Content: Riccardo Catagnano 
Creative Director: Adriano Aricò 
Creative Strategist: Chantal Cimmino 
Copywriter: Giulia Oliva  
Art Director: Benedetta Biassoni 
Social Media Coordinator: Angelo Bermani 
Social Media Manager: Michela Barbone 
Client Director: Roberta Croce 
Account Supervisor: Valentina Gorla  
Account Manager: Paolo Rolla 
TV Producer: Jessica Ferguson 
 
Production company - Akita Film 

Direction: Senegal 
Photography: Giacomo Frittelli 
Executive Producer: Paolo Zaninello 
Producer: Carlotta Magnani 
Editing: Francesca Catalisano 
Colourist: Daniel Pallucca 
Post Production: Exchanges VFX 
Post Production audio: Top Digital 
 

Connexia Media House 

Video Maker: Cesare Ambrogi 
Video Maker/Photographer: Gabriele Napolitano  
 
PHD Media Italia 

Director: Paola Aureli 
Senior Digital Manager: Matteo Zelger 
Senior Communication Manager: Anna Venturini 
Planner: Gianluca D’Amico 
Digital Planner: Luca Nasetti 
 

Noesis Group 

Account Director: Sara Cugini 
Executive Creative Director: Antonio Bellini 
Senior Copywriter: Beatrice Bonetti 
Digital PR Manager: Federica Silva 
Digital PR Executive: Francesco Palmerini 
PR Manager: Cristina Gavirati 
PR Executive: Serena Samuelian 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

www.buondi.it  Buondì Motta  BuondìMotta  Buondì  Buondì 
#LaCospirazioneGolosaeLeggera 

 
 

Motta 
Since its foundation in Milan in 1919, on the initiative of Angelo Motta, the Motta brand has distinguished 

itself for its ability to create and innovate in the confectionery sector thanks to a wealth of knowledge and 

technical skills of the highest level. On the strength of the know-how acquired, Motta has been a leading 

player over the years in innovations that have gone beyond the product, setting trends in society and 

language, and marking a change in lifestyle. Today Motta is a brand that sets trends in quality, with original, 

ingenious and surprising products that meet the needs of consumers. 

 
Noesis Press Office Tel +39 02-8310511 
Email: bauli@noesis.net  
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